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About This Content

The Maize Original Sountrack features, 12 tracks, over half an hour of music including the Top Secret singles.

Game soundtrack scored by and Jeff D. Ellio 5d3b920ae0
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Publisher:
Finish Line Games
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

Storage: 112 MB available space

English

Its a good soundtack but only worth it for like 3 songs.. Totally worth it. Excellent soundtrack! And btw for those who can not
find the soundtrack: It is as described in the description in your steam directory e.g.. I bought this for the new wave version of
Top Secret as it's a catchy pop song that I love. The rest of the album is composed moody ambient music heard in the game.
Though I enjoy the games regular music it's worth noting they're shorter then most video game soundtrack titles (each is around
3 minutes). As stated you can find this in the same place you find every single dlc soundtrack, the games steamapps/common
folder.. Absolutely the best music ur ever gonna listen to!. Its a good soundtack but only worth it for like 3 songs.. I bought this
for the new wave version of Top Secret as it's a catchy pop song that I love. The rest of the album is composed moody ambient
music heard in the game. Though I enjoy the games regular music it's worth noting they're shorter then most video game
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soundtrack titles (each is around 3 minutes). As stated you can find this in the same place you find every single dlc soundtrack,
the games steamapps/common folder.. IM SO CONFUSED I DON'T KNOW WHERE TO ACCSES IT I FEEL AS IF IVE
BEEN SCAMED
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